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Clutters and Semimatroids*
PAUL VADERLIND
In this paper we introduce a notation of a semimatroid and we try to justify this new concept,
which, in a way, is a generalization of the concept of a matroid.
Let E be a finite, nonempty set. A clutter M(E) = (AI, .. . ,Ak ) on E is a family of
non-empty, non-comparable subsets AI' ... ,Ak of E. We do not exclude the case of the
empty family of subsets of E, M(E) = ( ), but, in the text , we will write in general
M(E) = (A lJ •.• , Ad.
If, for every two distinct sets Ai, Aj E M(E), a E Ai n Aj implies the existence of another
Am E M (E) such that Am ~ Ai U Aj - {a} then M (E) is a matroid on E. Hence, we identify
here a matroid with its clutter of circuits.
Further terminology and theory on matroids can be found in [2].
For brevity we use here the notation A - a and A u a instead of the correct one A - {a}
and Au {a}.
1. CLUlTERS
Let M = M(E) = (AI, A 2 , ••• , Ad be a clutter on E. In parallel with the theory of
matroids we define a subset B of E as independent in M if Ai It; B for all i = 1, ... , k:
I(M) will denote the family of all maximal independent sets in M.
With each subset B of E we associate a subset ii of E, called the closure of Bin M(E)
and defined as e E ii if e E B or there is a sequence el, e2, . .. , em = e of elements of E
and a sequence A" . .. ,Aim of elements of M(E) such that for j = 1, ... , m
A flat or a closed set of M(E) is a subset B of E such that ii = B.
The definition above implies easily the following observations:
(1) For every A~ E, A~ A and A=A.
(2) A ~ B ~ E implies A~ ii.
(3) If B=Aue-(Aue),c 0 then there is e'EB such that Aue=Aue', i.e, eE
Aue'.
REMARK. In (3) 'there is . .. ' can be changed to 'for all e' E BeE Au e" if and only
if M(E) is a matroid. In this case (3) is the usual exchange property of the closure
operator of M(E).
A ~ E is a spanning set of the clutter M(E) if A = E. The minimal spanning subsets
of M are called bases and B(M) is the family of all bases of M. H(M), the family of
hyperplanes of M, is the collection of all maximal non-spanning sets in M. It is obvious
that every base of M is an independent set and every hyperplane of M is a closed set.
* This paper is part of the author's thesis [I].
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NOTATION. Let F be a family of subsets of E. By F we will mean the family of
complements of members of F, i.e, A E F if and only if E - A E F. If it does not lead to
confusion we will even write A instead of E - A.
Let M = (At, ... , A k ) be a clutter on E. Operation boon M, as described below, returns
another clutter on E. This operation has been extensively studied in various contexts; see
for example [3].
bo(M) is the family of all subsets B of E minimal with the property that B 11 Ai ~ 0
for i = 1, ... , k.
A well-known result of Edmonds and Fulkerson (ref. [4]) is
PROPOSITION 1.1. For any clutter M, bo(bo(M)) = M. Operation bo(') can be used to
give some information about the structure of a clutter M introduced earlier. The following
proposition is easily proved.
PROPOSITION 1.2. For any clutter M, I(M) = bo(M).
PROOF. Straightforward.
Now we define a generalisation of the operation bo('): Let M(E) = (AI>"" A k ) be
a clutter. For every n such that 0.,;;n";; lEI, let bn(M) be the family of all subsets B of
E minimial with the properties
(a) IBI;;;. nand
(b) IBI1A;I~n,fori=I, ... ,k.
Minimality of the subsets B implies that bn(M) is again a clutter on E.
For each m > 0, b'::(M) means m applications of b; on M, b-b«: .. bn(M) m times.
For any fixed value of n, 0.,;; n e lEI, we can form a chain M = b~(M) ~ b~(M) ~
b~(M) ~ ... where the arrow means a single application of the operation bn(·). Since
the set of all clutters on a finite set is finite then this chain must end with a loop, i.e. for
every clutter M (E) and every n, 0.,;; n .,;; IE I, there are numbers to;;;' 0 and so;;;' 1 such that
b~+so(M)= b~(M). Our main interest lies with the operation bt ( .) since there is some
similarity between it and the operation of taking duals in the theory of matroids.
2. OPERATION bt ( · )
As before M = (At, ... ,Ak ) is a clutter on E. b,(M) is then the family of all subsets
B ~ 0 of E, minimal with the property IB 11 Ail ~ 1 for all i = 1, ... , k.
EXAMPLE 1. If M is a matroid then bt(M) equals the family of all cocircuits of M,
i.e. bt(M) = M* (the dual matroid). In this case we have bi(M) = M.
A clutter M is a semimatroid if bi(M) = M. In this case bt(M) will be called the dual
of M. Mis selfdual if bt(M) = M.
EXAMPLE 2. For every r » 4 let M, = ({I, 2, 3}, {I, 2, 4}, ... , {I, 2, r}, {I, 3, ... , r},
{2, 3, ... , r}) and E, ={I, 2, ... , r}. For all r;;;'4, Mr(Er) is a selfdual clutter, M4 = U2•4- the
uniform matroid of rank 2 on four elements (this is in fact the only matroid among all
of Mr ) and M; is the smallest selfdual clutter which is not a matroid.
EXAMPLE 3. A clutter M can be called 'binary' if IA 11 BI is even for all A E M and
all BE bt(M). We have
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PROPOSITION 2.1. If M is a binary clutter then b)(M) is a binary matroid.
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PROOF. Let B), B2E b)(M), B) ¥- B2 and B) n B2¥- 0. Thus I(B) tJ. B2)n AI¥- 1 for all
AE M. Then there must be a set B3E b)(M) such that B3~ B, tJ. B2. Hence b)(M) is a
matroid and, since B3~ B) tJ. B2, it is a binary one. (tJ. means the symmetric difference).
Next two lemmas are easy consequences of the definition of b)(·).
LEMMA 2.1. For every A EM there is A' E bi(M) such that A' ~ A.
LEMMA 2.2. For every BE b)(M) and every b e B there is A EM such that b e A and
IB n Aj= 2.
PROPOSITION 2.2. Let M ~ b)(M) ~ bi( M) ~ .. . be the chain of clutters (as discussed
in Section 1). If to~ 0 and So~ 1 are the smallest integersfor which b~o+so(M) = b~o(M) then
so~2.
This Proposition means that the chain will always end with a semimatroid.
PROOF. We have· .. ~ b~o(M)~ . .. ~ b~o+so(M)~ ... and b~o+so(M)= b~o(M). If So
is even , So = 2r, and A E b:o(M) then, due to Lemma 2.1, we have sets A (l), ... , A (r ) such
that A (i )E b~o+2i(M) for i = 1, ... , r,and A(l ):::2 A(2):::2' . ':::2A(r).Because of the assumption
A=A(r), hence A=A(l ), i.e. b~o(M)=bV2(M). We get so=2. In the same way, if So is
an odd number, we get So = 1.
REMARK. Actually Lemma 2.1 and the Proposition 2.1 are true for every operation
bn ( ' ) , n ~O, not only for b)(·). The proofs are the same.
In the case of matroids the operation b)( . ) can be described in terms of the operation
bo( . ).
,.----.-.J
PROPOSITION 2.3. A clutter M is a matoid if and only if b)(M) = bo(bo(M)).
,.----.-.J
PROOF. (~) . If M is a matroid then bo(M) is the set of cobases of M, hence bo(M)
,.----.-.J
is the set of bases of M and finally bo(bo(M)) is the set of cocircuits of M, i.e, b)(M).
(ee): Let A), A2EM, A) ¥- A2 and a EAt n A2. We have to show that there is A3EM
such that A 3~ A) U A2- a. Now, from the assumption and from Proposition 1.1 we get
IW~... ~".".
BE bo(M)~BEbo(M)~Bn C ¥- 0 for all C E bo(bo(M)) and B is minimal ~B n C ¥-
o for all C E b)(M) and B is maximal (»).
If A) u A 2- a does not include any A3E M then (At u A2- a) n Bo= 0 for some
BoE bo(M). But Ai n Bo¥- 0 for i = 1,2, hence Ai n Bo={a}. Letfe A).!¥- a. Then j e Bo
and, by (*), there is Coeb)(M) withfECo~Bouf.ThusfeA)nCo, but IAtnCol¥-1
so a E Co. This implies that a E Con A2 and because ICon A21 ¥- 1 then f E A2. The same
for every fEAt, hence At = A2; a contradiction.
In the next propositions we develop some relationships between the notations of B(M),
I(M) and H(M).
PROPOSITION 2.4. For every A EM A is a flat of bt(M).
PROOF. Easy.
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PROPOSITION 2.5. H(M) = bl(M).
PROOF. (a): Let HE H(M). If B Il Ai = {e} for some Ai EM then H"2 Ai - e. But H
is closed, hence e E H. Thus IBIl Ail ~ 1 for all Ai EM and then there is a set B r;;. B,
BE bl(M).
(b): If now BE bl(M) and E"2 Ai - e for some Ai E M and some e E A; - E, we would
have IB Il Ad = 1. It is not possible, thus E is closed in M. Hence Er;;. H for some
HEH(M), i.e. B"2B.
(a) and (b) together imply B = B.
PROPOSITION 2.6. AE B(M) if and only if AE I(bl(M)).
REMARK. By Proposition 1.2 this is equivalent to the assertion B(M) = bo(bl(M)).
PROOF. (~): Let AEB(M). We have to show (a) AIlB~ 0 for every BEbl(M)
and (b) A is minimal, i.e. for every eoE A there is BoE b, (M) such that (A - eo)Il Bo= 0.
(a): Suppose All B = 0 for some BE bl(M) and E - A ={ej, e2, ... , em}. Since A = E
then there is e E E - A, let us say e = el, and there is a set AI E M such that el E AI r;;. Au el'
hence IAIIl BI = 0 (since it cannot be one), thus el e B. Again, because A= E, there is
eEE-(Auel), say e=e2, and there is A 2EM such that e2EA2r;;.Au{ej,e2}' Again
A 21l B = 0 and then e2e B. And so on.
For the last element em there is Am E M such that emE Am r;;. Au {e l, ... , em}. This
implies Am Il B = 0, i.e. eme B. Thus B is empty; a contradiction.
(b): If we show that Co ='A - eo'=A u eo is not independent in b, (M) then there must
be BoE b, (M) such that Bo r;;. Co. Let A' be this part of Co- eo which lies in A - eo, i.e.
------A------
__________I~ A'
-----Co- - - - -
where A' = A - eo- A. Notice that eoe A - eo since A is a base of M. Consider Co- A', If
( Co- A') Il Ai = {el} for some Ai E M then Ai - el r;;. (A =- eo)u A' = A - eo. This implies
el E A - eo. el cannot be equal eo since A is a base. Thus el E A' (by the definition of A')
and this is a contradiction. If the set Co- (A' u eo) is empty then A - eo= E - eo; hence
eoe A; for all A; EM. Therefore Bo= {eo}E bl(M). In any case Co- A', and then even Co,
is not independent in bl(M).
(¢::): Suppose that A is a maximal independent set in b, (M). Then, for every subset
B r;;. A there is some A; EM such that LBIl Ail = 1. We start with fJ = A.
There is Ai E M, say i = 1, such that A Il AI = {e l} for some el E A. Then AI - el r;;. A and
therefore el E A. There is A j E M, say j = 2, such that (A - el) Il A 2= {e2} for some e2E
A - el. Then again A 2- e2r;;. Au el, and therefore e2E Au el = A. And so on, until A-
{e l, ... , em} = 0. We have then el, ... , em E A, i.e. A is a spanning set in M. If A is not
minimal then we can find a base A' of M with A' ~ A. According to part (~) of this
proof A' is a maximal independent set in bl(M). But A' "2 A; hence a contradiction. Thus
A is a base of M.
Propositions 1.2, 2.5 and 2.6 are summarized in Figure 1.
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M b\ (M ) bi(M) . ..
B(· ) bob\(M ) bobi(m) bob~(M) .. .
, --...J -------.-/ ~Ie) bo(M ) bob\(M) bob\(M) ...
~ ~ b~(M)He) b.(M ) b~(M) ...
FIGURE 1
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-------'COROLLARY 2.1. M is a semimatroid if and only if B(bl(M» = I(M), i.e. if and only
if B(b,(M)) =bo(M).
For general clutters there is a weaker form of Corollary 2.1:
PROPOSITION 2.7. If B is a base ofb,(M) then jj is an independent, spanning set in M.
PROOF. By the methods similar to the proof of the Propostion 2.6.
PROPOSITION 2.8. B ~ E is an independent set in b,(M) if and only if jj is a spanning
set of M.
PROOF. (¢:::) : jj must include a base A of M. The rest follows from the Proposition 2.6.
(~): Easy, by induction on IBI.
We end this section with two more corollaries to Proposition 2.6.
COROLLARY 2.2. A clutter M is selfdual if and only if B(M) =7(M).
PROOF. By Proposition 2.6 and Corollary 2.1.
COROLLARY 2.3. A clutter M is a matroid if and only if B(M) = I (M) .
PROOF. From Proposition 2.3 and 1.1 we know that M is a matroid if and only if
bob,(M) = bo(M). This is the same (see Figure 1) as B(M) = J(M).
3. SEMIMATROIDS AND SIMPLE CLUTTERS
PROPOSITION 3.1. A clutter M is a semimatroid if and only if for every independent set
A;6 0 in M there is an a E A and a hyperplane HE H(M) such that H n A = A-a.
PR90F. (~): Suppose A;6 0 is independent in M. Then there is BE b,(M) such that
IA n BI = 1. Hence the hyperplane jj E H(M) satisfies the condition.
(¢:::): Let A;6 0 be independent in M. Hence, by the assumption, AnH=A-a for
some HE H(M) and some a E A. Thus IA n HI= 1 where if E b,(M). It follows that A
is an independent set in bi(M) . Hence every set independent in M is independent in
bi (M). This implies that M is a semimatroid.
COROLLARY 3.1. The existential quantifier 'there is a E A' inthe previous Proposition
can be changed to the universal 'for all a E A' if and only if M is a matroid.
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PROOF. (¢::) : If A is independent in M, a E A, then there is a set A'2 A such that
A' E I(M) = B(M) (by Corollary 2.3) . H = A'- a is a hyperplane of M and H n A = A-a.
(~): Let AI> A2 E M, AI ¥ A 2 and a E AI n A 2 • Suppose that AI v A 2 - a is independent
in M. Choose b e AI - A 2 • Then there is a hyperplane H such that (AI v A 2 - a) n iI = {b} .
But iI E bl(M), hence IiI nAIl ¥ 1. Therefore we must have a E iI. This gives a contradic-
tion, since IiI n A 21= i{a}1 = 1.
There is an important class of clutters which will be called c-c1utters: A clutter M(E)
is a c-clutter if for every independent set A in M there is an element a E A such that
a e A-a. By Proposition 3.1 every semimatroid is a c-clutter.
It is interesting to notice that a single application of the operation »,(.) on an arbitrary
clutter M returns a c-clutter.
PROPOSITION 3.2. For every clutter M, bl(M) is a c-clutter.
PROOF. Follows easily from the definition above.
Now we define a clutter M(E) to be simple if 0 = 0 ~nd for every e E E, reF = {e} .
This is equivalent to the demand that for every A E M IAI ~ 3.
PROPOSITION 3.3. For every semimatroid M(E) the following conditions are equivalent
for all a, bEE such that a ¥ band {a} e M, {b} e M:
(a) {a, b} E M,
(b) a v A E M~ b v A E M,for all A <;; E - {a, b},
(c) For eoery Be b.t M'; IBn{a,b}i¥1.
PROOF. (a)~(c) is obvious.
(b)~(c). Suppose B n {a, b} ={a} for some BE bl(M). Then there is a set AI E M such
that a E AI and IAI n BI = 2 (due to Lemma 2.2). Let AI n B ={a, c}. But A 2 = (AI- a) v b
is in M, hence A 2 n B = {c} ; a contradiction.
(c)~(b). Let A<;; E -{a, b} and assume that AI = a v A EM. Consider A2 = bv A.
If IA2 n {a, b, Cl> • • • , cj}i = 1 for some {a, b, Cl> • • • , cj } E b,(M) then the same would be
valid for AI . Similarly if IA2n{dl> .. . ,dm}l=1 for some {dl> .. . ,dm}Ebl(M), where
d, r! a, b, i = 1, ... , m. Thus A 2 is not independent. Minimality of A 2 is equally easy to
show, hence A2 E M.
REMARK. For any clutter M we can show, with the same proofs, that the implications
(a)~(c) and (b)~(c) are valid, and (c) implies (a) and (b) with bi(M) instead of M.
Let M be a clutter on E. For a, bEE put a - b if {a, b} E M. We will say that a clutter
M(E) is symmetric iffor every a, bEE the relation a - b implies that for all A <;; E -{a, b}
a v A E M if and only if b u A E M.
COROLLARY 3.2. If M(E) is a symmetric clutter then the relation ' - ' is transitive on E.
PROOF. Easy.
It follows from Proposition 3.3 that
COROLLARY 3.3. Every semimatroid is symmetric.
In fact it is very easy to show more, namely that every c-clutter is symmetric. The proof
is almost trivial.
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Now let M(E) be a symmetric clutter, E ={el>" " en}. Consider
E' = Hf"J, {e2}"'" teJ}.
Then we can see E' as a quotient set E'= Ef-«, Transitivity of '-' implies
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LEMMA 3.1. If for some choice of e; E reJ for i = 1, ... ,m {e~, ... , e:"}E M then the
same is true for every choice of e; E reJ. i = 1, ... , m.
With every A = {et • .. . , em}E M, where m ~ 3, we can associate a set
A' = {{eJ, ... , {em}}.
Let M '(E') be the family of those sets.
LEMMA 3.2. M'(E') is a simple clutter (the simpler clutter canonically associated with
M(E».
PROOF. Simplicity follows from the definition and the fact that this is a clutter is a
consequence of Lemma 3.1.
Thus, the simplification of a symmetric clutter M(E) means that we (1) identify every
two elements a, bEE such that {a, b} E M, and (2) "reject from M all A E M such that
IAI:S;;2.
Definition of the closure operation adopted to M'(E') is easily seen to be equivalent
with reF E A' = {{et}, ... , te.J} if and only if e E {e], ... , e:"} for some (and then, for each)
choice of e; E reJ, i = 1, ... , m. From this one easily deduces, by straightforward checking,
the following
LEMMA 3.3. (a) A'={{et}, ... ,{em}} is independent in M '(E ') if and only if A=
{e~, , e:"} is independent in M(E) for some (hence. for any) choice of e;E reJ. i =
1, , m.
(b) A ' = {{eJ, ... ,te.J} is a flat of M'(E') if and only if A = {{eJ u {e2}u ... u {em}}
is a flat of M(E).
(c) H' = {{et}.... , {em}}EH(M') if and only if H ={{et}u· .. U{e;;;}}E H(M).
(d) If e E BE bl(M) then reF s B and moreover, B ' ~ E ' and B' E bt(M') if and only if
there is B E b, (M) such that reF E B'~ reF ~ B.
PROPOSITION 3.4. Let M(E) be a symmetric clutter. M(E) is a semimatroid if and only
if the simple clutter M'(E') is a semimatroid.
PROOF. Routine, by Proposition 3.1 and Lemma 3.3.
4. SOME FURTHER TERMINOLOGY
Let M = (AI' . . . ,An) be a clutter on E. A subset 0 ,e A ~ E is called dependent in M
if A is not independent in M. For every subset A ~ E let A ={a E A: a E A - aM}. (Notice
that we write AM when we consider the closure of A in M. If it does not lead to
misunderstanding we just write A). We say that a subset A ~ E is strongly dependent in
M if A =A.
OBSERVATIONS. (1) M is a c-clutter if and only if every strongly dependent set in M
is dependent.
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(2) Every Ai EM, i == 1, ... , n, is strongly dependent and if M is a c-clutter then the
Ajs are the only minimal strongly dependent sets in M.
(3) A union of strongly dependent sets is strongly dependent.
(4) If M is a matroid then every strongly dependent set in M is a union of some
members of M.
(5) M is a matroid ifand onlyiffor every independent set A in M, A == 0. (If IE I(M),
BE B(M) and B s; I then we must have B == 1. The rest follows from Corollary 2.3).
PROPOSITION 4.1. (a) If A is a strongly dependent set in M then A is a flat of b,(M) .
(b) If A is a strongly dependent set in b,(M) then A is a flat of M.
Notice that (a) is an improvement of the Proposition 2.4.
PROOF. Easy.
A clutter M(E) is a smooth clutter (s-clutter) if for every flat A of M, A is strongly
dependent in b,(M). The same defines s-semimatroids. All matroids are of course smooth
but this is not true for semimatroids in general. As an example consider M == ({I, 2, 3, 6},
{I, 2, 4}, {I, 3, 4,5, 6}, {2, 3, 4,5, 6}) on E = {I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}. In this semimatroid A =
{I, 2, 4} is a flat while A={3, 5, 6} is not strongly dependent in M*. (Observe that in the
case of semimatroids we write M* instead of b, (M». We can, however, show the following
PROPOSITION 4.2. If a semimatroid M(E) is smooth then its dual M*(E) is smooth.
PROOF. Suppose A is a flat of M* . We want to show that A is strongly dependent in
M. If not then there is ao in A such that aoe A - aoM. Let B = A - aoM. The assumption
that A is a flat of M* is equivalent to the assertion that for all B j E M*, IBiII AI;>f 1, where
M* == (B t, . . . , Bn ) . Now B is a flat of M, hence ii is strongly dependent in M*. Since
." -a;--M'" "'I"'h -'- 1M '"
aoEB, aoEB-ao =nuao . Thus there are a" . . . ,ak==aoEBuao and there are k
sets in M* , say Bt, . . . , Bk such that ajE B,~ B u a~u {at, . . . , aj}, for i == 1, , k. Let
io be the first index of 1, ... , k -1 such that aio E A. Then aio E Bio s;'B u a~u {at, , aio}.
But IBiollAI;>f 1, hence there is bEE, b;>f aio' such that b e Bioll A. Since As; Bu ao we
could only have b = aj for some i. l:s:,j < io, which contradicts the choice of io. Thus
at, ... , ak-' e A and then A II Bk = {ak};a contradiction, since IBk II AI;>f 1. This completes
the proof.
By analyzing the structure of clutters on the five element set E == {I, 2, 3, 4, 5} one can
show that there are only 2 non-isomorphic semimatroids M on E with IMI ==4 which are
not matroids. These semimatroids are N, = ({I, 2, 3}, {I, 2, 4}, {I, 3, 4, 5}, {2, 3, 4, 5}) and
N 2 == ({1, 2, 3, 4}, {1,2,5}, {2,3,5}, {3,4,5}). Moreover one can conclude the following:
(a) if M(E) is a semimatroid and lEI < 5 then M(E) is a matroid,
(b) if M(E) is a semimatroid and IM(E)I <4 then M(E) is a matroid.
In this context we could say that N, and N 2 are the smallest semimatroids which are not
matroids.
There are only 2 more non-isomorphic semimatroids on the five elements set E which
are not matroids: the selfdual semimatroid M; and Nt (N! is isomorphic to N 2 ) .
If we look back at Proposition 3.1, it says that M(E) is a semimatroid if and only if
for every independent set A;>f 0 in M there exists a E A and a hyperplane H, E H(M)
such that H, II A = A-a. This a must of course belong to A-A. Let us say that the
semimatroid M(E ) has the property P if for every independent set A in M and for every
a E A - A there is a hyperplane H; such that H; II A = A-a.
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PROPOSITION 4.3. A semimatroid M(E) has the property P if and only if every flat of
M(E) other than E is an intersection of hyperplanes of M(E).
PROOF. (~): Suppose F is a flat of M other than E and F is maximal with the
property of not being an intersection of hyperplanes.
Let F' be a flat of M with Fs;:; F' and a E F'-F such that F'= Fu aM.
If A is a maximal independent subset of F then A' = A u a is independent and a e A'.
Hence there is a hyperplane H, such that H a n A' = A. Thus H a n F' =F and since F' is
an intersection of hyperplanes of M then so is F. This gives a contradiction.
(¢:): Suppose A is independent in M and a E A-A. Hence a e A - aM. Since every
flat in M is an intersection of hyperplanes then there must be a hyperplane H a which
contains A - aM but not a. Thus the assertion.
PROPOSITION 4.4. In a c-clutter M, if every flat of M other than E is an intersection of
hyperplanes then M is a semimatroid.
PROOF. Follows easily from Proposition 3.1.
PROPOSITION 4.5. If every flat :;f:. E ofa clutter M(E) is an intersection ofhyperplanes
ofM then M is smooth.
PROOF. By observation 2 and 3 in the beginning of this section.
COROLLARY 4.1. A semimatroid with the property P is smooth.
The dual form of the Proposition 4.3 is the following
PROPOSITION 4.6. A semimatroid M(E) has the property P if and only if every strongly
dependent set of M* = (BI , .•• , Bk ) is a union of some of Bs.
Unfortunately having the property P is not preserved when forming the dual. For
instance if E ={I, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6}, M(E) = ({I, 2, 3, 4}, {I, 3, 5}, {I, 3, 6}, {I, 5, 6}, {2, 4, 5},
{2, 4, 6}, {2, 5, 6}, {3, 5, 6}, {4, 5, 6}) then M has the property P while M* does not. Let
us finally call a semimatroid perfect if both M and M* have the property P. Hence we
can summarize:
PROPOSITION 4.7. Two clutters N I = (AI> ... , An) and N 2 = (BI> ... , Bm) on the same
set E are a pair of dual perfect semimatroids if and only if for C, D s;; E, C, D:;f:. 0
(a) for i = 1, , m, len AiI:;f:. 1~ C = U jEJ B, for some J s;; {I, , n} and
(b) for j= 1, , n, IDn Bjl :;f:.l~D=U i E 1 Ai for some t s: {I, , m}.
There exist perfect semimatroids which are not matroids (those are of course perfect).
An example is M = ({l, 2, 3, 7}, {I, 2, 4}, {I, 2, 5}, {I, 2, 6}, {l, 3, 4,5, 7}, {2, 3, 4,5, 7},
{I, 3, 5, 6, 7}, {2, 3, 5,6, 7}, {4, 6}) on E = {I, 2, 3, 4,5,6, 7}.
5. SOME PROBLEMS
1. The initial motivation for my work was following problem: given a clutter M(E),
what is the smallest number n = n(M) such that b~(M) is a semimatroid? I have no
satisfactory answer to this question, but a partial solution is given below.
LEMMA 5.1. If M is a smooth c-clutter and AE M then AE bi(M).
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PROOF. Suppose A EM and A' E bi(M), where A' ~ A (by Lemma 2.1). A' is indepen-
dent in M, thus there is a E A' such that a i!. A' - a = B. Thus B is strongly dependent in
bt(M), hence, by Proposition 4.1. (a) B is a flat of bi(M). We have a i!. B, while
B (') A' = A' - a. A contradiction, since A' E bi(M).
LEMMA 5.2. For every clutter M, if AE M implies AE bi(M) then bt(M) is a semi-
matroid.
PROOF. Easy, by Proposition 3.1.
PROPOSITION 5.1. If M is a smooth c-clutter then bt(M) is a semimatroid.
PROOF. From Lemmas 5.1 and 5.2.
COROLLARY 5.1. For every clutter M, ifbt(M) is smooth then bi(M) is a semimatroid.
PROOF. From Proposition 3.2.
REMARK. It has been recently proved by J. Backelin and myself (unpublished) that
the number n(M) can be arbitrarily large. If M = M(En ) is a clutter with n(M) = n then,
in our construction, IEnl grows exponentially with n:
2. Given a clutter M(E) = (At. ... ,Ak ) . We define a restriction M - A of M to a
subset A ~ E in the usual way, i.e. (M - A)(A) ={A, EM: A; ~ A}. (M - A)(A) becomes
then a clutter on A. It is easy to see
PROPOSITION 5.2. If M(E) is a c-clutter and A ~ E then (M - A)(A) is a c-clutter.
PROOF. Follows from the definition of a c-clutter.
It is, however, not true that a restriction of a semimatroid must be a semimatroid. We
can prove
PROPOSITION 5.3. Let M(E) be a semimatroid. IfM - A is a semimatroidfor all A ~ E
then M(E) is a matroid.
First we notice three, easy to prove lemmas.
LEMMA 5.3. LetM(E) = (At, ... , A k ) bea clutteronE. ThenE -rr., A; is a dependent
set in bi(M).
PROOF. Every set BE bt(M) is either a two-elements subset of n7=t A; or it has at
least two elements from E -rr., Ai' The conclusion follows.
LEMMA 5.4. Suppose M(E) = (At. ... ,Ak ) is a clutter. If for some m> 1, 0 <
it, ... , t; 0;;; k and some a E E, n;:t A ij ={a} then B =U;:t A ij - a is strongly dependent in
M.
PROOF. It is a consequence of the fact that for each b e B, a E B - bM •
LEMMA 5.5. IfM(E) is a c-clutter, At, A 2 EM, a E At (') A 2 and At U A 2 - a is indepen-
dent in M then IA t (') A 2 1> 1.
Clutters and semi matroids
PROOF. Follows from Lemma 5.4.
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PROOF OF PROPOSITION 5.3. Suppose M(E) = (Ai> ... , An) is a semimatroid which
is not a matroid. Hence there are two sets in M, say AI and A z, and al E AI (') A z such
that AI u A z - al is independent in M. Let AI ={aI' ... , ai; b.. ... , bm , CI, ••• , Ch ••• , c.},
where k, s ;;'1, m » 0, A z = {aI, ... , ak, bl , ... , bm, d., ... , dt } , where t;;.l and
(a) for every i,,;; k AI u A z - a, is independent in M and
(b) for every j,,;; m AI u A z - bj is dependent in M.
From Lemma 5.5 it follows that k;;. 2.
Let A = AI U A z and consider the restriction M - ,.1. The condition (a) implies that
every set A; which belongs to M - A must look like Ai = {aI, ... , ak} u B, where B, S;;
{bl , ••. , bm , CI , •.• , C., dl, ... , dt } = B. By Lemma 5.3 B is dependent in bi(M - A) while
it is independent in M - ,.1. Hence M - A is not a semimatroid.
Even if A is a flat of a semimatroid M then M - A does not have to be a semimatroid.
It is not difficult to find an example.
PROBLEM 1. Let M(E) be a semimatroid. Characterize those e E E for which M -{e}
is a semimatroid.
Let M(E) = (AI, ... ,An) be a clutter and As;; E. By a contraction of A in M we mean
a clutter M· A on A defined as a family of minimal sets from {AI (') A, ... ,An (')A}. Since
Ai (') A may be the empty set 0 then, in this case, the result of the contraction is the
null-clutter defined as Mo(E) = (0). It seems to be natural to define even bl(Mo) as
bl(Mo) = Mo.
Let M = Ms (see Example 2 in Section 2) and take B = {I}. Then M· B = ({2, 3}, {2,4},
{2, 5}, {3, 4, 5}) which is not a c-clutter.
PROPOSITION 5.4. Let M(E) be a semimatroid. If M· A is a c-clutter for all A S;; E then
M must be a matroid.
PROOF. Let AI' A z be the sets as defined in the proof of the Proposition 5.3. Again,
by Lemma 5.5 k;;.2. Let A={aZ, ... ,ak}' Hence A;=Ai-A, i=l, 2, belongs to the
clutter M· A on A while B = {bl , .•• , b«, CI, ••• , C., d.; ... , dt } is independent in M· A
(it follows from (a)). If m> 0 then from (b) we get that to each b., j,,;; m, there is A bj E M
such that A b S;; AI U A z - bJo • Because of (a) {ai>"" ak} S;; A b .and thus AI" = A b - A} J.J J
belongs to M· A, j =1, ... , m. Since A~ (')A~ (') AI" (') ... (') A b1={al} (only if j > 0; other-
wise A~ (')A~ = {a l } ) we can apply Lemma 5.4 to these sets and then it follows that B is
strongly dependent in M· A. Hence M· A is not a c-clutter, by observation 1 at the
beginning of Section 4.
PROBLEM 2. Give an example ofa semimatroid M(E) such that for some e E E, M· {e}
is a c-clutter but not a semimatroid.
PROBLEM 3. Given a semimatroid M(E), characterize those eE E for which M'{e}
is a semimatroid.
PROPOSITION 5.5. Let M(E) be a clutter and BI , Bz disjoint subsets of E. Then
(1) (M-BI)-Bz=M-(BluBz),
(2) (M' B I ) · e,= M· (B I u Bz),
(3) (M-BI)·Bz=(M·Bz)-BI.
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PROOF. Routine verification.
PROBLEM 4. Let MCE) be a clutter. Characterize
(a) those eEE for which b1CM·{e})=b1CM)-{e}.
(b) those eEE for which b1CM-{e})=b1CM)·{e}.
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